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Subject: [Spam:**]Cinco de Mayo MMMeeting
From: "Pam Brown" <dan_brown@tigerpaw.com>
Date: 5/6/2014 7:45 AM
To: dan_brown <dan_brown@tigerpaw.com>
BCC: obrienjp@drivehq.com

Good evening from Mackinac Island....I'm off traveling, again. I was disappointed not to see ice on the lake
when we arrived. Last Monday we called to see about the ferry to the island and were told it was not running
due to ice on the lake. They said that the ice breaker boat would be out and not to worry it would be gone.
Sure enough, we didn't need skates to get across the lake.
A few miles north of Lansing we encountered snow on the western hillside. I m moaning because of the
cold...my other 3 travelers, who experienced the Midwest winter, were not sympathetic. Think they literally
told me to suck it up!!! So on with your news...
The Moxons made their way back to Canada:
Well, after our much delayed departure date, (we hated to leave) we finally arrived back home in Markham ON with eight
days on the road behind us. Naturally, we stopped along the way and in fact went out of our way, to visit friends in San
Antonio and Decataur TX, met Jim and Dottie Meyer and Dick and Maryanne Ball for supper in Sidney OH and spent
overnight in Windsor ON where we saw Penny's sister and family so I guess eight days is not too disgraceful. It was a
good trip with no bad weather until the final leg from Windsor to home where we had sudden cold and snow. Alfie is a
wonderful traveler and spent most of the time on the road in his crate just relaxing or sleeping.
All the best from Penny and me to you and all our good friends at the Tip.
Fred & Penny Moxon
I received a nice encouraging note from long time resident, who now resides in FL Val Pieri:
First of all, I would like to tell you how I appreciate getting the MMM from you. Seems there are a lot of new people, but
it’s fun to read about old friends now and then, too.
Also, I had a good chuckle when you said you hate Windows 8. I know exactly what you mean. About 6 months ago I
needed a new computer. My computer guy/fixer tried to convince me to buy a Windows 8. After checking one out at the
computer store, I realized it was beyond my sense of accomplishment!! So he found me a refurbished Dell with
Windows 7 and I love it. Good luck with your new one.....it will probably all come together
Rene St James wrote:
Maybe because of all the problems you are having with your new Puter, the message I sent to you got lost or
was not received at your end.. It was about our trip back home and how we made it back safe and sound..
Thanks for what you are doing whether it be late or on time we can wait ... "Better late than Never". Sorry
Rene for not posting earlier.
Linda York posted:
Got such a laugh out of your tech problems -we have been home a week and I still can't get my %&!!@ printer to work. We
had mom's 89th birthday the day after we got home and she had a ball -doing apple juice shooters with her grandsons
-had us worried for a bit. Our snow is mostly gone and we have robins in the backyard but doesn't feel much like spring
yet. We saw Bev & Pat on our trip home -she is still having tests but feeling fine. Let's hope they come up with a
"boomer" version of windows before I need a new computer .Stay warm., Linda
The Toews have written:
Thanks so much for always sending us the information from the Tip.
Summer is slow in coming , We had a safe trip home and starting to have weddings of our Grand Children , 2 grand sons
, Nettie is getting ready for her veg,Garden and flowers and just working on due yard , Miss you all love BEN & NETTIE
TOEWS
Virginia Imiah tell us:
Wanted you to know John and Virginia arrived home safe and sound. No storms on the way only a little muddy rain in
Ark. Thanks for all the updates on our friends getting home. You know what it's like in Illinois. Finally saw the sun today .
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It's still up there I was beginning to wonder.
And to close...John O'Brien has posted an updated telephone list on the TOT website. Thank you, John, for all
the work you do.
I want to add my sympathy to all you who live north of the 45th parallel. (that's around Gaylod, MI)...It's
20*'s colder than mid state IL. My advice is ,"you came home too soon."
Have a good week.

Pam

MONDAY MORNING MEETING May 5, 2014

GOOD MORNING:

Pledge of Allegiance,
Hospital Report by Jeanie Zpif: Peggy Baker is having hospice in her home. Edna Kosinski had the pins
removed from her shoulder and will have aback procedure on Tuesday to relieve back pain.
Opal Scott passed away, Gladys Armstrong is at Heritage Village, Hugh Insall went to rehab for stroke related
rehab. Vic White is going to Houston MD Anderson for prostate evaluation.
Sue Septrion is in Houston: Her address is: Sue Septrion MD Anderson Cancer Center 1515 Holcombe Blvd,
Houston TX 77030. Green Zone 12 th Floor G-1265
Norma Carlson traveled to Kansas for at least the summer at her daughters.
Prayer by Paul Barcenas

OTHER INFORMATION:
A27 units are occupied with 172 residents.

Bottom Line band – is off until Oct.

Video room opens on Mondays only:

Karaoke is closed for the summer

Thirsty Thursday will be at Chedders on Ware Rd at 4PM

Quarters may obtained in the office.
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The ceiling in the outer part of the main building is in progress be careful around installers and it is looking
fine.

No 50/50 for the summer
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